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Striving towards 
excellence  

in the education  
of South Africa’s  

Deaf children
FREQUENTLY USED ABBREVIATIONS

SASL – South African Sign Language

DBE – Department of Basic Education

CAPS – Curriculum assessment and policy statements

SASL-HL CAPS – South African Sign Language Home Language subject curriculum

SLED – Sign Language Education and Development (NPO)

LTSM – learning and teaching support materials

NAC – National Arts Council

OTHER

Foundation Phase refers to Grades R, 1, 2 and 3.

Intermediate Phase refers to Grades 4, 5 and 6.

Term – the school year is divided into four terms of similar duration.

A “bridging” Grade (i.e. Grade 9 bridging and Grade 10 bridging) is a transitional arrangement for learners 

who have not done SASL as a subject before.
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In March 2015, the creative and presentation team members continued research and preparation for the 
next round of filming for Foundation Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 3 and 4. Emerging SASL poet Zoliswa 
Flekisi was invited to do her poem In Praise of Sara Baartman at an InSync poetry event in Stellenbosch.  
The mainly hearing audience was deeply moved by the poem, interpreted by Kirsty Maclons.

Also in March 2015 Cara and Kirsty did training at St Vincents school with the newly arrived Foundation 
Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 1 and 2 materials.

The year of the roll out – March 2015 – February 2016
For SLED as an organisation, the year under review was year of reaching new horizons. With the roll out of 
the South African Sign Language CAPS, our dream of “outstanding education for Deaf children in South 
Africa” suddenly seemed just so much closer. Productivity and creativity rose to respond to the need and 
the opportunity.

The year also brought plenty of challenges and obstacles. Sometimes the dream of outstanding education 
for Deaf children seemed just yet again so fragile and so far away, as we faced the realities on the ground.

But persevere we did, and, however far our aim of outstanding education for all Deaf children may be, the 
outcome of the year’s work is a giant step forward in that direction.

Background to key developments in 2015 – 2016
The new South African Sign Language Home Language CAPS (curriculum assessment policy statement) 
started national roll out in 2015 in Foundation Phase and Grade 9 (bridging). In 2016 Intermediate Phase 
(Grades 4, 5 and 6) and Grade 10 (bridging) was to be rolled out. In practice roll-out differed across provinces, 
and was running behind schedule because of delays in the supply of learning and teaching support materials, 
and teacher readiness.

In the year under review, SLED focused on two areas: 
1) on developing new learning and teaching support materials, and  
2) on training teachers in teaching SASL as a subject, with a focus on literature teaching.

With regard to teacher training, we started working in provinces where the provincial department and the 
schools are committed to the process. We wanted to be sure of a relatively high level of support, participation, 
implementation and appropriate use of resources. We made sure to work in a cross section of urban and 
rural schools, to experience how the materials we develop are received and used in different contexts.

Timeline narrative March to July 2015
In February 2015 we had been involved with a bigger layout (DTP), printing and logistics project than ever 
before in SLED’s history. The Foundation Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 1 and 2 LTSMs were in production. 
This work, especially the logistics aspects, continued into March 2015.

Also in the first quarter of 2015 Cara Loening and Kirsty Maclons visited four schools in Gauteng (Dominican 
Hammanskraal, Transoranje, Sizwile and Filadelfia), to build relationships and research the needs of newly 
designated teaching staff for the new subject (SASL-home language curriculum) in what should be their 
newly established classrooms with newly bought equipment.
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From 4 to 6 May 2015 the SLED team visited schools in KZN to do training on the use of the Foundation 
Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 1 and 2 KITS.

Print material development continued. SLED obtained contact with world famous Deaf sailor Dr Gerry Hughes 
from Scotland. He completed a solo around the world trip, and had stopped in Cape Town on his way the 
previous year. He agreed to a webcam chat for LTSM purposes. Suzette Jordaan, a well-known local Deaf 
confectioner also agreed to be filmed. These interviews were filmed in May.

Kirsty Maclons was asked to advise the Department of Basic Education on the 
training for the SASL-HL CAPS, and helped with corrections and updates to their 
training manual.

By June the materials for Foundation Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 1 and 2 
had reached many of the schools. Orders are contingent on provincial education 

departments taking initiative and this varies greatly from province to province. The plan was for schools to 
complete the work for at least Foundation Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 1 and 2 in 2015. Print materials 
had moved to the final editing stages and negotiations with printers were in full swing. This time we could 
build on experience from the first round, which helped us avoid pitfalls and manage the workflow well.
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This included practical training in the classroom:

During March Kirsty Maclons and Abram Moyaha stayed busy with development of print materials.

In April from the 13th to the 16th the SLED team assembled in Cape Town to film the Foundation Phase and 
Grade 9 bridging Term 3 and 4 SASL literature. In addition to the actual film shoot, extensive preparation 
is needed, not only for the actual texts, but also with regard to editing and other production related tasks. 
Editing commenced straight after the film shoot in order to be ready for the Department of Basic Education 
screening procedure. Work on print materials continued, including intensive work with the layout person.

Concurrently in April the SLED team developed a more comprehensive stock system to keep track of the 
now greatly increased quantity of stock. The team also started preparations for training in KZN schools 
in May.
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A positive outcome was that Kirsty Maclons from SLED was invited to play a bigger role in advising the DBE 
with regard to training teachers for the SASL-HL CAPS. Her areas of expertise, which includes sign language 
poetry and literature, is much needed, since many local academic role players have a background in grammar 
and linguistics, but with limited experience in poetry and literature. Aesthetic, cultural, and social aspects of 
literature is a major part of a language curriculum and Kirsty’s knowledge and experience is much needed.

Training teachers in working with the SASL CAPS
From 2 to 5 November the SLED workshop team was in the Eastern Cape training teachers in teaching SASL 
literature in the curriculum at schools at Efata in Umtata.

Kirsty Maclons played a key role in Department of Basic Education’s national SASL CAPS training from 
9 to 13 November in Kempton Park.

Meetings with schools to set up literature training in 2016
Also in November 2015 SLED Director Cara Loening met with representatives of the education departments, 
and informally raised the opportunities for a training project that could be provided to teachers and Deaf 
children in 2016. There was a very positive response from the provinces concerned.

In December 2015 SLED conducted internal planning for 2017 to ensure that the preparatory work and 
scheduling of the workshops will dovetail with school terms, holidays, other planned training and province 
specific logistics.

In 2016 SLED ran a SASL Literature Teaching project, funded primarily by Joy Global South Africa Trust. 
We wanted to do the training with high level of commitment at all levels – from the responsible Education 
Department Officials, through the school leadership and all the teachers and teaching assistants involved in 
teaching the SASL home language curriculum.

Abram Moyaha at his alma mater, with Eva Mathibe, Principal at Dominican School, Hammanskraal.

In July Kirsty Maclons attended ICED (International Congress on the Education of the Deaf) in Athens, 
Greece and the XVII Word Congress of the World Federation of the Deaf in Istanbul, Turkey at her own 
expense. She returned with valuable feedback on the global situation in Deaf education. While South Africa 
has unique challenges, much of what we experience is also happening elsewhere, and sharing knowledge 
and skills more widely is important. While traveling, Kirsty was still working on LTSM development!

Kirsty Maclons summarises the educational focus for each grade as follows:

The SASL CAPS KIT – SLED© resources have been carefully developed to address the unique needs of each 
of the grades:

For GRADE R, the resources empower the teacher to be a mediator, making the most of learning 
through child-centred and play-based activities. The focus on spontaneous learning is enhanced with 
creatively designed material for the teacher to use to ensure that all learners achieve the outcomes set 
out in the Grade R SASL CAPS.

GRADE 1 is the real foundation for the Deaf learner with SASL being understood in a more structured 
way. Through simple, beautifully illustrated signed stories, games, puzzles (and other material), learners 
begin to understand their own identity and unique language. SLED’s SASL CAPS Kit contains all the 
tools that the teacher will need.

GRADE 2 continues this growth of awareness with the learner developing a phonological awareness 
and the creation of published stories and poems using SASL. As the focus is more on recording created 
works all of the SLED materials will help the Deaf Grade 2 learner become a skilled creator of SASL 
stories and poems whilst accomplishing Grade 2 SASL CAPS.

GRADE 3 begins to consolidate the SASL CAPS learning of the earlier grade years. Analysis and 
deeper understanding is made possible through more developed materials. Learners are encouraged 
to further develop the skills of creating SASL non-fiction, fiction and poetry.

For GRADE 9 learners who have not studied SASL CAPS before, SLED has approached the learning in 
a thematic way – e.g. ‘Life’ in Term 1 and ‘Being Deaf’ in Term 2 – using techniques like brainstorming 
and creative expression through SASL poetry and SASL literature – non-fiction and fiction. Through 
inspired materials the Deaf Grade 9 learner will analyse and compare signs using the SASL parameters.

Also in July, The Western Cape Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport held a sign language consultation 
workshop, which saw Deaf participants take the lead. This was a significant and hopeful moment.
From August the team started with materials for the following phases of the SASL-HL CAPS roll out (Grades 
4, 5, 6 and bridging 10). In December some revisions to the Foundation Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 
3 and 4 materials were filmed during a film shoot for the upcoming phases. SLED’s Foundation Phase and 
Grade 9 bridging Term 3 and 4 materials went to print in January 2016 ready for use in schools in 2016.

Foundation Phase and Grade 9 bridging Term 3 and 4 materials were ready for screening by the Department 
of Basic Education LTSM department from 10th of July 2015. The remainder of July and into August was a 
stressful time, since this was the first time the LTSM section rather than the Inclusive Education Directorate 
was screening South African Sign Language materials. SASL is a unique subject within the South African 
language subjects because of its visual modality. There is a small human resource base at the highly skilled 
levels. SLED engaged positively and in detail with the screening feedback. This was time consuming, and we 
were very worried about the delays in materials arriving in schools.
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Concurrently materials further along in the process were in production in December, including film editing, 
detailed proof reading, printing quotes and practical arrangements with printers. In January intensive KIT 
assembly for department approved materials was added to other tasks.

Film editing is arduous and time consuming, but the clarity and quality of the final product is of special 
concern in Deaf education, in order for learners to be exposed to accurate clear language use. Cara Loening 
worked intensively with the contracted film editor in December 2015 and January 2016.

Typically a Foundation phase semester KIT consists of about 14 DVDs, 2 sets of learner workbooks, poster, 
dolls, 2-6 card games, teaching guides. SLED’s per item stock list includes just under 500 different items, of 
which nearly 400 had been developed in the year and half up to February 2016. About half of these went 
from final version, to final DTP, for the initial print run and ready to pack in the three month reporting period. 
This number will increase again when the materials currently under review or being edited for Intermediate 
Phase and Grade 10 bridging are ready for dispatch.

Materials approved by the DBE late in 2015 were ready for distribution to Deaf schools by end January 2016.

As soon as feasible for the schools at the start of the year, Cara Loening and Abram Moyaha from SLED, 
together with the provincial education department representative, visited the identified schools for Deaf 
learners in Gauteng province 26 to 28 January 2016. The schools are Dominican School in Hammanskraal, 
Sizwile School in Soweto and Transoranje School in Pretoria West (Tshwane). Cara and Abram met with 
the HOD’s, SASL subject teachers and Deaf teaching assistants at each school. Discussion included the 
concept, nature and extent of the commitment and involvement required. The meetings were also fruitful and 
getting feedback about the needs of the SASL teachers.

One identified issue was to address the situation where a teacher has a SASL related question, and 
immediately needs support from SLED. The Gauteng schools have the infrastructure for video Skype (webcam 
conversations), and during visits SLED set up Skype for the teachers and organised demonstration Skype 
calls to Kirsty Maclons in Cape Town. Video webcam interaction means that explanations about SASL can 
be in SASL, and examples and answers can be demonstrated immediately.

A letter of commitment was signed by the Gauteng Education Department in February 2016.

The SASL teaching team at Sizwile School in Soweto.

Training commenced in April 2016. This exciting chapter in the SLED’s work will be in our 2016 – 2017 
Annual Report.

Filming Term 3 and 4 LTSMs for Foundation Phase and bridging Grade 9
SLED’s production included filming of texts, editing, developing, DTP and printing comprehensive semester 
KITS (linguistic games, workbooks, teaching guides and other resources).

In November and December presenters were focusing on preparation for filming in December 9th to 11th. 
Since all texts are signed and filmed, each presenter must have all his or her texts ready from the research 
stage to the final presentation. This particular film shoot included updates and corrections on some stories 
and poems as part of the development process.
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Staff further education
In addition to in-house staff training 
mentioned elsewhere, Modiegi 
Njeyiyana (Moime), supported 
by SLED, persevered her studies 
in South African Sign Language 
Linguistics at The University of 
the Witwatersrand in 2015 and 
in 2016.

Building a legacy in Deaf literature and education
There is the legacy for the South African Deaf community of the new literature, classics in the making, with 
the joy in culture and participation that goes with these films and artistic books.

At the same time these materials contribute to our artistic and cultural legacy as South Africans – the visual 
artworks are accessible by all who can see them, and the signed literature appropriately interpreted gives 
hearing South Africa a new and different view on our lives, our struggles and our country. By sustaining a 
local language and visual approach to the world, Deaf South Africans make a uniquely skilled contribution 
to our heritage.

Most of all for SLED, there is the dream of the legacy of excellent education for Deaf children. While the road 
may indeed still be long, it is great to know that excellent LTSMs are in their hands. These children are already 
growing up without the extent of cultural poverty and oppression that was the norm for the very artists and 
poets who have made this literature.

Despite all challenges, South Africa has joined progressive countries worldwide who have introduced their 
national sign language as a home language subject for Deaf children. Access to these materials place the 
South African Department of Basic Education in a position to make this happen on the ground.

Poster – Yasmin Loves Stories

Inhouse training of staff in preparation for literature training in schools
In January 2016 SLED Deaf facilitators started the year working on lesson plans linking the SASL curriculum 
and SLED materials, to prepare practical example lessons.

Face to face training building on the preparatory work done in January by presenters/ facilitators took place 
from the 2nd to the 5th of February 2016.

Getting ready for training!

South African Sign Language Classes for the public
In the reporting period the needs of the implementation of the SASL curriculum in schools overshadowed 
teaching the language as such to the public.

SLED’s ETDP SETA accreditation was renewed until 31 March 2018, when the whole system of the ETDP 
SETA will be reviewed.

While the whole SLED team was too involved with the CAPS school curriculum related SASL work to offer 
accredited beginners language training to the public, we did offer three day intensive SASL beginners 
workshops. The full day workshops were in 27 to 29 May in Cape Town, 13 to 15 July in Cape Town and 27 
to 29 July in Johannesburg. The 3 day SASL workshop was a challenging and transformative experience for 
those who participated.

In July Modiegi Njeyiyana adjudicated at the Gauteng Deaf schools debate.

Kirsty Maclons, Zoliswa Flekisi, Modiegi Njeyiyana, Abram Moyaha and Ayanda Ntukwana taught a beginners 
SASL course at UCT summer school January 2016

Advocacy
In addition to direct advocacy for quality South African Sign Language teaching in schools for Deaf children, 
SLED also actively engaged in advocacy with regard to inclusion for Deaf children.

In the reporting year Renée Rossouw represented SLED in the field of early childhood development (CECD 
Draft ECD policy seminar), inclusive education through the Right to Education (R2E) campaign in association 
with the Dullah Omar Institute at UWC, and Child and Youth Care at the NACCW conference in Cape Town 
in June – July 2015. We keep an active interest in how Deaf children are affected in policy decisions and 
implementation around the major international children’s and disability rights instruments, in particular the 
Africa Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child, the UN Convention on the Rights of Children and the 
Convention on the Rights of People with Disabilities.

 ©  SLED 2014
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Thank you to our funders, donors and helpers
A big warm thank you to all our funders, donors and helpers –  

in the reporting year you helped us create and provide resources and training  
in  Deaf education on an unprecedented scale:

FUNDERS

National Arts Council Flagship Project  
February to July 2015 

 

 

 

 

Joy Global South Africa Foundation Trust 
November 2015 to October 2016  

 

Zestcor Eleven (PTY) LTD

Mega Petroleum Resource (PTY) LTD

DONORS

Fred Broeze

Leonie Vorster

Thank you to EVERYONE who donates their time and resources.

This is greatly appreciated.

Pay it forward
At SLED we are deeply aware of the impact support and funding has had on us as an organisation, and we 
are involved in ongoing pay-it-forward in terms of free services:

As part of providing LTSMs to schools, we have made ourselves available for phone and video Skype 
consultations with hearing and Deaf educators.

A Wednesday morning 11 a.m. class for a small group intellectually disabled Deaf adults who work 
in the OASIS sheltered workshop. This is an extraordinary experience, to be with older people who 
are mastering language for the first time in their lives. Their sheer joy on arriving for their lessons, and 
their reluctance to leave their newfound Deaf community space is in return a tonic for us as we face the 
challenges in Deaf education.

We provide free advice and referrals to parents and care givers of Deaf children. We are called 
on a regular basis from all over South Africa, and see families in our Cape Town office when needed.

We are also often contacted by recently deafened young adults. Whether their deafness is a result of 
TB medication or the use of earphones with too loud music, their lives are changed in a bewildering 
way, and we are there to answer their questions and refer them to contacts in their local 
Deaf communities.

We produced a new Deaf Christmas fable, edited with love and care, available online (All I want 
for Christmas).

Advice and support for young Deaf adults seeking ways to complete their education.

URL: http://www.sled.org.za/display-sled-projects/sasl-all_i_want_for_christmas
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this artistry, SLED sees it as imperative, to employ Deaf artists (painter/ illustrators, poets, story tellers) to work 
alongside linguists and materials developers.

The narratives capture Deaf, black, rural and urban experiences. There is a constant thread of cultural diversity, 
South African landscapes, experiences, hopes and dreams, and most of all common Deaf experiences 
hopes and dreams.

Two pieces – the poem In praise of Sara Baartman (Zoliswa Flekisi) and My father’s tie by Deaf narrator and 
dancer Andile Vellem are guaranteed to leave a live voice interpreter in tears.

It is difficult to summarise the transformation in the poets and narrators themselves. Below a summary of 
mainly the poetry and stories. The remainder of the films are an array of non-fiction texts.

SLED’s creative work

Introduction
The 2015-6 learning and teaching material development project saw an explosion of creativity and skill on 
the part of SLED’s established and emerging poets and story tellers. It was a productive challenge for SLED 
visual artist Abram Moyaha, who had to maintain quality and creativity while producing a high volume of 
drawings and paintings. The project saw SLED also network and give a platform to local and international Deaf 
celebrities and role models. Between September 2014 and January 2016 SLED produced comprehensive 
learning and teaching support materials for the South African Sign Language CAPS first phase.

Products included Poetry, Children’s stories, Historical biographies, Contemporary biographies, Descriptive 
narratives, Children’s Books (all ages), Posters, Cards and Illustrated Interactive Games.

 

South African Sign Language (and sign languages in general) are visual languages using space and movement. 
The language lends itself integrally to visual artistic imagination. There are no written forms of sign languages. 
New recording technologies have created new possibilities for sign language literature, which previously was 
only available in live performance. This makes it a language with great artistic potential, and in recognition of 

©
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For Modiegi Njeyiyana (Moime) 
this cycle of poems coincided with 
a time of academic study of sign 
language poetry and sign language 
linguistics. Watching Modiegi record, 
one could say that she “becomes the 
poem”, and manages the difficult art 
of matching the needs of different 
ages and curriculum requirements, 
making the themes and educational 
outcomes so much her own. She 
comes up with new surprises all the 
time, with seamless morphing and 
intricate weaving of poetic devices.

Modiegi did 25 solo texts all told, of which 15 are poems:

Bedtime dreams   |   Days of the week   |   Life’s Road 1) Life’s Road Poem 2) Life’s Road Narrative 
Look after your eyes!   |   Migrating birds   |   Porcupine   |   Rainbow 
SASL Translation of Nkosi Sikelel ‘iAfrika   |   Soweto   |   Tata Madiba   |   The Book 
The life of a flower   |   The timid snail   |   Trucking through the night   |   Who am I?

1 autobiographical Soweto in the 70s – a diary entry and 1 biographical Nelson Mandela –  
a character sketch.

©
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For Abram Moyaha his experience and technique as an artist stood him in good stead as he worked 
under difficult production deadlines. Imagine just the drawing for 31 sets of cards: Twelve drawings of 
people’s jobs. A set of animals. A set of reptiles. A poster of a family. A puzzle. A set of drawings about 
safety in the home. Under pressure which would make creativity impossible for many visual artists, Abram 
keeps his humour, his skill, his special touch. As he explains, he is working from his heart to reach the Deaf 
children. He is not worrying about his career, he is simply putting the most alive and true art out there for 
Deaf children to benefit. On the surprise side, he found that he could transfer his visual arts creativity to 
SASL poetry. A warm, skilled narrator, he experimented with making poems. More recently he could say, 
I am an artist AND a poet!

Abram did 14 solo SASL texts, including 4 poems Mud to Magic – a poem for Gerard Sekoto, Our dying 
world, Phenomenal pap and Soccer is special. One autobiographical story – Mielies (with comprehension 
questions), one biography – Gerard Sekoto biography and related poem Mud to Magic, one full length 
story for Foundation Phase Soccer and the history interview with Suzette Jordaan Interview about then 
and now.

The poem Mud to Magic, a tribute to the life and influence of Gerard Sekoto, brings together Abram’s life 
and understanding as an artist, his gift also for poetry. A poem that contributes not just to Deaf culture and 
language, but honours and remembers a great South African artist in a deeply moving way.
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Zoliswa Flekisi is a natural community 

story teller. Shopping for groceries, 

travelling by bus, cooking porridge – 

Zoliswa constantly turns mundane daily 

events into engaging narratives. Telling 

autobiographical stories while weaving 

in her knowledge of traditional cultural 

aspects comes naturally to her. With 

extensive experience of working with 

very young Deaf children in schools, she 

had personal resources to draw from 

when producing Foundation Phase 

rhymes and children’s poems. More challenging was a factual history research project on Sara Baartman. At 

first somewhat appalled by this Khoi woman whose fate was so demeaning, Zoliswa was deeply affected by 

what she learned through her research, and responded by developing perhaps the best literature to come out 

of the whole project, the poem in In praise of Sara Baartman.

Zoliswa did 21 new texts, of which 13 are poems/rhymes.

Catching the moon   |   Elephant   |   Home   |   In praise of Sara Baartman   |   My body 

Rain, rain, rain   |   Rainsong   |   Sensational fruit   |   The house is burning   |   The wheels of the bus 

Where does milk come from?   |   Winter and Spring   |   Your responsibilities

as well as 1 interview Webcam conversation with Dr Gerry Hughes, one biographical piece Sara Baartman 

and two autobiographical narratives Growing (with comprehension questions) and Language and me.
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Ayanda Ntukwana did 9 texts, 
including 2 poems Our South African 
flag and Water travel. Ayanda is a 
positive and engaged community 
leader, and her enthusiasm shines 
through her work. She did a 
biographical narrative on Miriam 
Makeba. For Ayanda the importance 
of Makeba is in her courage, beauty, 
and dignity under adverse Apartheid 
circumstances. Miriam Makeba – 
Biography ends with a poetic SASL 
rendition of the classical Miriam 
Makeba song To Those We Love.

On the left a non-fiction text – 
Ayanda as a television news anchor 
reporting on the now infamous fake 
interpreter at the Nelson Mandela 
memorial event.
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Leigh McDonald recorded the 
autobiographical A day I will never 
forget. A keen cook herself, she did 
the Interview with Suzette Jordaan, 
focussing on Suzette Jordaan’s 
creative confectionary work.
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Nombuyekezo Mathidala did 10 
SASL texts. She focussed on non-
fiction texts, but also presented 
information in poem form – Feelings 
and seasons; The life of glass and 
The powerful river. She presents the 
original South African Folktale Why 
the sun didn’t wake up (with lovely 
art by Abram) and chose to do Nkosi 
Johnson – Biography as a role model 
of a courageous South African child.
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Four external Deaf presenters have national exposure of their work through this project:

 Carmen Fredericks Hilda Mbetha 
 Jam (Autobiographical narrative) My flour bag dress (Short story)

 Charles Sithema Kim Fisher 
 The big shoes (Fiction) Lipstick (Poem)

SLED Director 
Cara Loening
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SLED has, this year and since its 
inception, been particularly grateful 
to our friends, family, supporters, 

colleagues in education and donors, 
who have given their money and time 
with such generosity and kindness. 

CONTACT DETAILS

8A Waverley Business Park 
Wyecroft Road 

Observatory 
7700

phone and fax  
021 448 2520

www.sled.org.za

www.facebook.com/SLEDsignlanguage

Non Profit Organisation Registration #: 015 – 801 NPO 

Public Benefit Organisation #: 930 037 886 

ETDP SETA Accreditation #: ETDP 1599 

SACE Provider Registration #: PR10852 

Vat Registration #: 4470 1997 06

If you would like to make a donation our 
banking details are:

SLED 
Standard Bank 

Branch # 004305 
Account # 402103238


